INTERNSHIP WITH PERNOD RICARD
----------------------
The aptitudes required for the internship in France

Laboratory Technician

The candidate must have some knowledge in analytical chemistry.

Mission:

In the cellar-master division, under the supervision of the head of Laboratory / R&D, you will contribute to the reliability of the quality of samples submitted for analysis (cognac, spirits, barel aging etc…)

Your duties will notably be;

  a) Preparation and maintenance of the analytical sample collection of the laboratory (metrology, breakdown diagnostic, settings of the measuring appliances according to the target calibration.

  b) technical assistance to the technician team of the laboratory (2 persons)

Profile:

Two completed years of scientific tertiary studies (with speciality in measurements in Physics), your studies having prepared you to work in the food-processing sector. In particular you have mastered the techniques of chromatography, gaz-phase, spectrometry of masses and atomic absorption.